Progressive Paraparesis after CABG Surgery
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ABSTRACT

CABG is one of the most common cardiac surgeries all over the world. Similar to other surgeries, it may be associated with some undesirable complications including neurologic complications which might cause morbidity and mortality after surgery. We will describe a case of Progressive Paraparesis after CABG Surgery and review its etiology, diagnosis and management.

Case history

A 73-year-old man with a history of chest pain 1.5 months was admitted to Shahid Madani heart hospital. He had hypertension and herniorrhaphy in his past medical history with no history of sensory or motor impairments. All lab data were within normal limits except for ESR (521st, 1132nd) & CRP (2+). Echocardiographic findings were LVEF of 55% and mild left ventricular hypertrophy. Coronary artery CT-angiography was performed and stenosis of three coronary arteries was established. The patient was scheduled for coronary artery bypass surgery (CABG).

The Induction of anesthesia was performed with Fentanyl 500 micrograms, midazolam 10 mg & cisatracurium 20 mg; later, anesthesia was maintained and Maintained with infusion of fentanyl 4 μg/kg/hr , midazolam 1 μg/kg/min & cisatracurium 1 μg/kg/min. After positioning the patient with inserting a pillow in the back of his thoracic space (for better exposure of surgical field), The CABG surgery was performed with off pump coronary artery bypass (OPCAB) technique. The vital signs were stable during surgery and the ABGs during surgery were within normal limits. At the end of surgery the patient was transmitted to the ICU while being intubated and unconscious with BP=110/60 mmHg, HR=77/min and NSR, CVP=8 cmH₂O and SPO₂=100%.

After admission to the ICU, the primary vital signs were normal except for BP. Nitroglycerine infusion was started because of high BP and tapered following the management of high BP. The patient was successfully weaned and exubated the day of surgery. The post-surgery drug orders were: Enoxaparin 40 mg q 12h/Sc, Osxiv tab daily captopril 25 mg q12h, metoral 25 mg q12h, atorvastatine 40mg daily and ASA 80 mg daily.

The first day post-surgery, LAB findings in ICU were: Hb=10, Hct=30.5, Plt=242000, WBC=9100, PT=15.3, PTT=32, INR=1.47, Na=139, K=4.9, BUN=17, Cr=0.94, CPK=847, CK-MB=58. All of the following lab findings during ICU admission were within normal limits.

In the first day of admission, the patient was stable, awake and oriented. No signs of hemodynamic instability or cardiac dysrhythmias were seen. The patient just complained of dizziness and instability in walking. Neurologic consultation was performed stating that the cranial nerves were intact, cerebellar tests and sensory examinations were normal, muscle forces of lower limbs were 4/5 and symmetric and plantar reflexes were double flexor.

In the second day of admission, the overall condition of patient was good but the difficulty in complete movement of lower limbs was presented and he could not walk without aid. After that the progressive paraparesis appeared and muscle forces and DTRs began to decrease gradually. For determination of cause of paraparesis with the probability of CVA or lacunar infarct in the internal capsule region diffusion-weighted MR Imaging of the Brain was obtained, but no abnormality was found (Figure 1). In the third day of admission, the paraparesis progressed and muscle forces decreased from 4/5 to 3/5 and then to 2/5. Neurology consultation was performed again recommending to rule out the vascular causes (due to slight coldness of the lower limbs, especially in the right lower limb). Color Doppler of lower limbs was performed and there was no stenosis or thrombosis in arteries or veins of the lower limbs (just a 9×36 mm baker cyst was seen at right popliteal region). In the fourth day of admission, severe weakness of lower limbs, absence of DTRs, no plantar reflexes, and muscle forces= 1/5 at left and 0/5 at right were observed but the sensation of...
Discussion
Neurologic complications after cardiac surgery can occur in the post operative period. The causes of these complications are hypoxia, metabolic abnormalities, emboli, or hemorrhage. These complications can be divided into two types: type 1 (3%) includes major focal deficit and stupor or coma; type 2 (3%) includes intellectual dysfunction. These complications are associated with increased mortality, prolonged ICU stay and decreased long-term survival.1-7

Risk factors for neurologic complications in cardiac surgery are hemodynamic instability, diabetes mellitus, advanced age, complex procedures, prolonged CPB (>2hr), previous stroke, hypertension, hyperglycemia, hyperthermia, hypoxemia, aortic atheromatosis and peripheral vascular disease.1,2,5

Mechanisms and factors for neurologic lesions are embolization, hypoperfusion, influencing factors, aortic atheroma plaque, cerebrovascular disease, altered cerebral autoregulation, hypotension, intracardiac debris air, venous obstruction on bypass, CPB circuit surface, cerebral hyperthermia and hypoxia.

In this case, our differential diagnoses were CVA or lacunar infarct (internal capsular region) - embolic or hemorrhagic, spinal cord ischemia and infarct (due to embolic insult or hypoperfusion), acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (AIDP) or critically ill polyneuropathy (CIP), peripheral nervous injury, peripheral vascular disease and spinal cord ischemia.

In the Spinal cord ischemic stroke, neurologic deficits may occur without pain; however, most of them (>80%) are painful and this is an interesting difference from cerebral infarction which is usually not painful. Depending on the level of the cord lesion, symptoms may vary from mild to moderate and even from reversible leg weakness to quadriplegia. Fever is a warning (red flag).
to consider infectious origins particularly acute bacterial meningitis. It can occur because of surgical procedures in which hypotension and prolonged positioning (e.g. seated neurosurgical approaches and hyperlordosis) may be prominent factors.10-13 Involvement of intrinsic cord vessels has been reported with arteritis such as SLE. Anterior spinal artery occlusion has been reported with arteritis including that associated with syphilis and diabetes mellitus; after trauma; and as a complication of spinal angiography, spinal adhesive arachnoiditis, administration of intrathecal phenol, and spinal anesthesia. Aortic diseases are blamed to produce spinal infarction in a variety of situations including dissecting aneurysm; aortic surgery, especially with aortic cross-clamping above the renal artery aortography; atherosclerotic embolization; and aortic thrombosis.

Uncommon causes include complications of abdominal surgery, particularly sympathectomy; circulatory failure as a result of cardiac arrest or prolonged hypotension; and vascular steal in the presence of an arteriovenous malformation, or vascular compression by tumors in the spinal canal, vertebral fracture, or a herniated intervertebral disk (Figure 2 & 3).12,13

This complication is a rare condition which is never discussed in the literature. We considered that this complication was due to a vertebral degenerative process in this patient and after placing role under the shoulder and positioning for thoracotomy, the T3 vertebral body was fractured. Despite occurrence of this complication, placing role to position for CABG surgery is inevitable and pathologies in vertebrae before surgery cannot be considered in all patient especially when the patient him/herself does not have any associated complaint. Hence, in this patient diagnosed was made accidentally.
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